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It’s never too soon to teach children the value of kindness. Even young 
children can learn to think of others, not just themselves, and to choose 
words and actions that help instead of hurt. 

This book is an alphabet of possibilities to explore—26 fun and simple 
ways to share kindness, from “Ask someone to play with you.” to “Zip 
a younger child’s jacket.” Simple words and engaging illustrations invite 

children to show 
kindness in their 
daily lives. Because 
this book is meant 
to be read aloud, it 
encourages discussion 
of even more ways to 
be kind. Each letter, 
each idea is a step 

toward becoming 
more caring and 
compassionate…
and making the 
world a better 
place.

AUTHORS / ILLUSTRATOR 
Todd and Peggy Snow live in Minnesota with their young daughter. They are also the authors of 
Feelings to Share from A to Z. Both have written books of their own. Todd is the author of Manners 

Are Important for You and Me and the award-winning ‘You Are Important’ board book 
series. Peggy is the author of My Favorite Sounds from A to Z and My Favorite Places 
from A to Z.
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Kirsten Sevig is an award-winning illustrator who lives and works in Minnesota. She 
has her BFA in illustration from the Minneapolis College of Art and Design. This is her 
first children’s book.

•   Available now
•   Ages 4 and up
•   $9.99, paperback
•   Full-color illustrations
•   8" x 8", 32 pages 
•   Case quantity 120


